The Ultimate Pre-wired Solution!
Let the HUBBELL® Rough-in Ready® Team
Increase Your Share on Bid Day

Featuring Hubbell Wiring Device-Kellems & Hubbell RACO® Boxes, Covers, Fittings

THE OLD WAY

1.1B Man Hours!
Rough-In Stage
1. Cut off piece of cable
2. Install cable
3-4. (2) cable supports
5-6. Remove (2) metal outer sheath
7-8. Remove (2) grip sheath
9-14. Strip (6) ends of conductors
15-16. Insert (2) connectors on cable
17. Attach ground pigtail to box
18. Attach box to mounting bracket
19. Attach plaster ring
20-21. Install mounting bracket to stud using (2) screws
22. Remove knockout
23. Attach cable to box
24. Attach cable ground to ground pigtail
25. Remove knockout in adjacent outlet for feed
26. Attach cable connector to adjacent outlet
27-29. Terminate (5) connectors in adjacent outlet

Finishing Stage
30-35. Strip (6) ends of conductors
36-35. Insert (5) cable conductors with wire nuts
39-40. Insert wiring device with (2) screws

The NEW WAY
Reduce the Construction Schedule
- Earlier building usage
- Product can be pre-fabricated even during project hold ups due to weather, design changes, and delays by other trades
- Reduced construction schedule equates to reduced onsite liability
- Minimizes onsite safety hazards caused by scrap wire and cable
- Reduces job site cleanup
- Forces planning and coordination

Help Ensure Quality Control
- Produced under strict quality control program
- All prefabrication performed in a controlled environment utilizing state-of-the-art equipment
- Uniform, consistent, finished product

Find Acceptance by Local Inspectors
- Rough-In Ready has been well received by local inspection agencies throughout the country
- All work is performed in strict compliance of the NEC
- Inspectors recognize the quality of workmanship and the uniformity of finished product

Simplify Building Maintenance
- All assemblies are produced utilizing standard construction materials and methods
- Extremely user friendly for retrofit and future modifications
- No special tools or products needed to add or modify outlets
- Accurate "as-built" drawings

3 steps, 16 minutes -- DONE!

Step 1: Remove tape from assembly.
Step 2: Mount assembly in proper location.
Step 3: Make assembly's final connections.

Visit our website at www.roughinready.com
Quick Ship Form

For an even quicker turn around
use the Rough-in Ready “Quick Quote / Quick Ship Form”.
This form provides an express checkout lane
for contractors who would prefer more control over their assemblies.

When product arrives

Jobs arrive on clearly-marked skids
by floor, or zone, depending on your specifications.

Room Number, Assembly Number and
Job Name are clearly marked on each box.

Components
arrive on the job site with drawings
that include each assembly clearly identified
and a panel schedule whenever possible.

Mail, or E-mail, your drawings to us
and we will work up the entire project in accurately measured runs
and components. Detailed drawings
will clearly indicate installation by floor and specific location
and all components are packaged and
delivered in the order needed.

... makes ordering and receiving -- EASY
Accurate Cost Estimates

Proposal for Paramount Contracting Springfield Condo Development

We are pleased to offer our proposal on the above referenced project. Our bid is based upon

Unit A

2,476.00

2,476.00

Mounting method is listed by item

Standard electrical symbols used wherever possible

Easy to follow nomenclature identifies cable type and device grade and type

Labor estimates calculated using industry standard methods

Time savers for every contractor

1. Complete Systems
2. Cable Ready
3. Pre-Fab Components
4. Cable Supports

Universal Mounting Bracket

Cable holders

Attachment tabs lock into kickstand

Adjustable spacer and back-side drywall support for up to 6" walls

Device mounting frame

Visit our website at www.roughnready.com
**Complete Rough-in Ready Systems**

Include our patented, UL Listed, Rough-in Ready Universal Mounting Bracket, wiring devices, MC/CAP or MC cables and protection plates.

All MC Cable lengths and plaster ring depths are determined by our engineering department and every assembly is sequentially numbered. Numbered parts match a detailed layout drawing provided by Rough-in Ready designers.

**Cable-ready Assemblies**

Can also be provided with a sequentially numbered drawing or they can be ordered à la carte.

Our less cable assemblies include the Rough-in Ready Universal Bracket, wiring device, plaster ring and protection plate. As in the Complete System, our designers can determine plaster ring depth and provide a numbered drawing for ease of installation. Or, if preferred, you can order the assemblies with whatever plaster ring depth you need and numbering can be provided to match your design criteria.
**Pre-Fab Components**

**Universal Mounting**
Brackets are sold individually for use in your own prefabrication process.

You can also add a Race 4" square standard (1-1/2") or deep (2-1/8") box with ground pigtail and any depth plaster ring.

All of our brackets come with the first means of support built in (this built-in support feature itself can produce a $1.50 to $2.00 savings over conventional field support methods).

Our brackets have built-in far side supports that will accommodate wall depths from 2.5" to 6" deep. We have also designed our bracket with an integral box attachment means that allows for the box and bracket to remain securely together while the plaster ring is removed. This makes it possible to make field terminations in the box without the need to reassemble the box and bracket.

Our Universal Brackets are designed to save time and money, and any contractor producing prefabricated assemblies can enhance savings by utilizing our brackets in their assemblies.

**Modular Assemblies**

Our Modular Assemblies are comprised of wiring devices with pigtauls mounted on plaster rings, or pre-cut cable whips with connectors. These items are ordered a la carte and will not go through our engineering department unless it's part of a full system bid.

**Support Brackets & Hangers**

**CS-Cable Support Brackets**

Our Cable Support Brackets are designed for multi-conductor MC cables.

**Deck Hangers**

Our Deck Hanger was designed to be used for both high and low bay lighting installations.

After attaching the Deck Hanger to the roof deck with four self-tapping screws a fixture hook is put through the hole and a chain is attached to complete the installation.

This product is designed to replace conventional mounting methods which would have included an expensive lag or intensive strut system. Our hangers can also be used to mount just about anything that you need to suspend from the roof.

Visit our web site at www.roughinready.com
Custom fixture whips

MC, MC-AP & HCFC

Cable Whips can be cut to any length with or without connectors attached. A fixture whip can be supplied with plate attached for lay-in fixtures.

Utilize Our Experience, Quality, Service to Drive Your Business

Draw on the collective expertise of three industry leaders to maximize your productivity and market share. Hubbell Rough-in Ready prefabricated and preassembled solutions feature high quality Hubbell Wiring Devices and electrical boxes from Hubbell RACO, combined with Rough-in Ready’s engineering design and state-of-the-art manufacturing capabilities. Together, this professional engineering team has unparalleled experience in electrical contracting and installation to simplify your efforts from bid submittals and layout drawings, through delivery and installation. The net result is a tailored solution featuring high quality devices, boxes and brackets pre-assembled to your exact requirements packaged and delivered with an easy-to-identify convention that details project name, room number and assembly for a fast and reliable installation.

To find out more about how Hubbell Rough-in Ready components, designs, and specifications can add to your bottom line call:

(800) 286-9601
(513) 717-2696

• State-of-the-Art manufacturing processes and facility
• Made in USA
• Technical Support Staff waiting to complete your submittal

Rough-in Ready
10891 State Route 128
Harrison, OH 45030
www.roughinready.com

Rough-in Ready is a division of:
Demco Electric Co., Inc.
2860 Hubbell Incorporated (stateswide)
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